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A mis padres





The philosophy of praxis is absolute ‘‘historicism,’’

the absolute secularization and earthliness of thought. . . . It is along

this line that one must trace the thread of the new conception

of the world.—Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks

To proceed dialectically means to think in contradictions, for the sake

of the contradiction once experienced in the thing, and against that

contradiction.—Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialectics
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Introduction

The dialectic . . . is a logical absurdity as long as there is talk of

the change of one ‘‘thing’’ into another ‘‘thing.’’ . . . That is to say, its

premise is that things should be shown to be aspects of processes. . . . Thus

the knowledge that social facts are not objects but relations between men

is intensified to the point where facts are wholly dissolved into processes.

—Georg Lukács, History and Class Consciousness

The western Argentinean Chaco is dominated by a landscape that is flat,
monotonous, and often overwhelming: el monte, the bush.The dirt roads
that cut through the region are surrounded by forest and often look like
frail marks of human presence trying to prevent nature from fully taking
over. Wherever one looks, the thick succession of hardwoods, cacti, and
shrubs, six to twelve meters high, extends like a mantle over a dry, dusty
soil. In the northwest of the province of Formosa, one of the hinterland
roads endsnear theborderwithParaguay,where adozenTobavillages are
scattered south of the marshlands formed by the Pilcomayo River. These
hamlets momentarily break the dominance of the bush yet are also subor-
dinated to its unyielding presence. From every household, while chatting
next to a fire, making handicrafts, or preparing food, women and men
can see the mass of vegetation surrounding them. Most of them enter the
bush often to gather honey, wild fruits, or firewood, to hunt, visit their
fields, or go fishing in the marshes. And many of their memories, anec-
dotes, and conversations hinge in one way or another on this place. Yet
despite its sheer presence, people remember that the bush did not exist in
thepast.When they refer to theirancestors,who roamed those same lands
in foraging bands prior to their defeat by the Argentinean army and the
arrival of Criollo settlers in the 1910s, they emphasize that they inhabited
a world of wide grasslands, free of forest.

These memories remind many Toba that the bush is not simply a
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1. Bush trail in Toba lands. Photo by author.

natural component of the landscape but a historical product intrinsically
linked to their incorporation within the Argentinean nation-state and
their demise as a politically autonomous group. This history has consti-
tuted Toba subjectivity and produced the local geography, in a process in
which the forces that made theToba what theyare todayare the same that
created the bush.This entanglement of space, history, and subjectivity in-
volved not just the Chaco interior but also practices that connected the
emerging bush with other geographies. In the early twentieth century,
state violence, settler colonization, and the consolidation of a capitalist
frontier 300 kilometers to the west drew the Toba and other indigenous
groups into the orbit of sugar plantations as a seasonal labor force. This
pattern of migration was a further and potent force in the making of the
bush, as the place where people constructed a relative haven from labor
exploitationyet also as the site deprivedof commodities that fostered their
annual return to the sugar cane fields.

In the mid and late 1990s,Toba men and women had stopped working
at the plantations but their memories of ‘‘the mountains’’—kahogonaGá,
as they refer to the cane fields because of their location next to the first
Andean ranges—were a forceful presence in their lands.1 These memo-
ries remind most Toba that the spatial product of their immersion within
a capitalist political economy, the bush, is also the placewhere theycarved
out relative shelter from it. The spatial sedimentation of this tension be-
tween exploitation and relative autonomy emerges in many aspects of
Toba practice and subjectivity, among them the devil imageries that, in
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Map 1. Relative location of the Toba

contrasting ways, impregnate the memory of the plantations and current
experiences of the bush. As we shall see, the action of devils captures some
of the major social contradictions constituting these geographies.

In this book I unravel the historical experiences, tensions, and places
that have produced the bush as a contested social process. My premise
is that places are produced in tension with other geographies and that
these tensions are made tangible through the spatialization of memory.
These spatial connections turn places, as Doreen Massey has argued, into
processes that are necessarily ‘‘extroverted’’: that is, open to ‘‘a constel-
lation of social relations meeting and weaving together at a particular
locus’’ (1994:154, 142, 155). The constellation of social relations meeting
to configure the bush links it not only to the sugar plantations but also
to other places through a complex network of practices and memories.
Some of these sites had by the 1990s disappeared; others had emerged
only recently. Yet all of them were tied to the memory of the mountains
and the grasslands in the making of the bush. In this study, I examine
how these places have been constituted by state terror, Anglican mission-
ization, disease and labor exploitation, healing and shamanism, sexuality,
commodity fetishism, state hegemony, and practices of accommodation
and resistance. Devil imageries, and the contradictory forms of estrange-
ment and reciprocity they evoke, are one of the main threads weaving
through the spatialization of these experiences.
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The Absolute Spatialization of Practice

Influenced by the prioritization of time over space that has dominated
Western philosophy since the Enlightenment, most anthropological
studies of social memory have tended to focus on the temporal aspects
of remembering: that is, on constructions of the past and their cultural,
ideological, or political dimensions (e.g., Abercrombie 1998; Cole 2001;
Lambek 1996; Rappaport 1990; Swedenburg 1991; Trouillot 1995).2 And
those who have conceptually tackled the spatial components of memory,
for their part, have usually done so from a phenomenological perspective
that overlooks the role of power relations and history in the making of
senses of place (see Basso 1996; Casey 1987, 1996; Feld 1996).3

In this book I merge the experiential dimensions of place making with
the political economy that makes it possible by examining the materiality
of memory, its embodiment in practice, and its constitution as a social
force in the production of places. In his PrisonNotebooks, Antonio Gramsci
advocated a theory of practice grounded in what he called, in opposition
to idealism and objectivist materialism, the ‘‘absolute secularization and
earthliness of thought’’ (1971:465). Here I expand this earthliness to in-
clude what I would call the absolute spatialization of practice. My analyti-
cal point of departure is the fact that every memory is, in a fundamen-
tal way, the memory of a place. Faces, casual encounters, or collective
struggles are rememberednot in avacuumbut in a locale thatmakes them
meaningful. And this spatiality is crucial for an anthropological under-
standing of memory. This process does not involve memories unfolding
on an arrested spatial matrix but a dynamic process of place production.
Henri Lefebvre (1991) has forcefully argued that our gaze should move
away from ‘‘things in space’’ (space as a rigid template) and toward the
production of space (space as the product of action). This means, first, con-
ceiving of memory as a component of practice involved in place making
and, second, integratingToba memories with the historical practices that
have produced the bush physically, politically, and culturally.

My analysis draws on recent scholarship in anthropology and geog-
raphy that has examined how places are historically made and unmade
through practice, fields of power and struggle, and networks of social re-
lations (see Gupta and Ferguson 1997; Ferguson and Gupta 2002; Harvey
1989, 1996, 2000, 2001; Massey 1994; Mitchell 1996; Moore 1998; Raffles
1999, 2002; Rodman 1992; N. Smith 1984; Stewart 1996).Yet in these pages
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I examine an often-overlooked aspect of place making: that places are the
result of the social contradictions embedded in them. The study of these
contradictions is crucial to dismantle the appearance of places as well-
bounded entities, for it reveals, first, the fractures and struggles that make
them ongoing, unstable, and unfinished historical processes and, second,
the relations that integrate them with other geographies.

InToba historical experience, the most recurrent tension shaping local
landscapes is the one opposing wage labor to hunting, fishing, and gather-
ing.Henri Lefebvre (1991:365) argued that social contradictions create spa-
tial contradictions. Likewise, the contradiction between what most Toba
callmarisca (foraging) and trabajo (work) expresses a tension between dif-
ferent social relations of production and experiences that have produced
places of relative autonomy in the bush and places of exploitation on plan-
tations and (more recently) farms.4 Even though this tension is central to
my argument, I do not analyze it in a bipolar fashion (or as the expression
of a ‘‘dual economy’’); rather, I examine it as the uneven spatial manifes-
tation of a single social practice that involves further contradictions and
multiple geographies and, for that reason, undermines a clear-cut distinc-
tion between neatly bounded places. As we shall see, the foundation of an
Anglican station in Toba lands in 1930, where British missionaries banned
dances and other practices regarded as immoral, turned the sugar planta-
tions into places of sexual excess free of missionary discipline. Similarly,
thenostalgia that in themid-1990smanyTobaexpressed for the commodi-
ties earned at the plantations, as well as the availability of public-sector
jobs in the nearby municipality, informed perceptions that the bush was
a place of poverty, hardship, and unrewarding efforts. These dimensions
illustrate that places are processes riddled with tensions and anticipate
some of the multisited practices examined in chapters to come.

My approach to labor contradictions, rather than being based on an
objectivist approach to production, fully immerses them in social sub-
jectivity. This book draws on the work of a growing number of authors
who, critical of reified and ahistorical notions of culture, have examined
the dynamism of cultural production in particular historical and political
settings (Comaroff 1985; Comaroff and Comaroff 1991, 1997, 1999; Gupta
and Ferguson 1997; Roseberry 1989; Sider 1986; Smith 1991, 1999). In these
pages, I analyze cultural meanings as they are produced by historical ex-
periences.Myuseof this concept follows the legacyof EdwardThompson
(1966; 1978a; 1978b), who has examined collective experiences that are as
subjective as they are the product of fields of domination and confron-
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tation. This historical notion of experience is critical to account for the
cultural and spatial dimensions of practice, for it is through experience that
history leaves a mark on memory and guides action in the production of
places. Experience, in other words, is both a product and a creative force,
in a process in which, as Raymond Williams put it, subjectivity is ‘‘under
continual pressure from experience’’ (1961:101; see 1977:166).5

My reference to contradictions tearing through places and labor ex-
periences requires a brief clarification of my understanding of the dialec-
tic, which will nevertheless become clear only as my historical and ethno-
graphicnarrativeprogresses.Oneof themostwidespreadmisconceptions
about the dialectic is that it involves an ‘‘interaction’’ between separate
entities in which they ‘‘shape each other.’’6 Being a practice that under-
mines reified dichotomies, the dialectic in fact dismantles the very idea of
interplay between separate ‘‘things.’’ As Georg Lukács writes, the premise
of the dialectic is that ‘‘things should be shown to be aspects of processes’’ and
as a result ‘‘the knowledge that social facts are not objects but relations
between men is intensified to the point where facts are wholly dissolved
into processes’’ (1971:179–80, emphasis in original; see Adorno 1973:145).
Similarly, I aim to show that places such as the bush, the plantations, or
the mission station are eminently relations between social actors and that
these relations dissolve these places’ appearance of fixity.Yet myapproach
is not simply relational; it is dialectical in the sense that it takes these rela-
tions to unleash confrontations and oppositions. Among the Toba, such
contradictions emerge in a spatialized habitus constituted by memory.

Of Places, Embodied Memories, and Devils

The people whose experiences, memories, and practices I examine in this
book live in the west of the Gran Chaco region: a mostly semiarid plain
that covers southeastern Bolivia, western Paraguay, and a good part of
northern Argentina.7 Also known asToba-Pilagá (Métraux 1937) and west-
ern Toba (Mendoza 2002),8 they form a group of 1,600 people historically
and linguisticallydistinct from otherToba groups in Argentina, which live
farther east and encompass a total population of about 30,000 (Arengo
1996; Cordeu and Siffredi 1971; Miller 1975, 1979, 1995, 1999; Wright 1992,
1997).9 Eastern and western Toba use the termToba to refer to themselves
(‘‘big forehead’’ in Guaraní, which refers to the now-abandoned practice
of shaving their foreheads) and share the self-denominationQom (people).
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Yet these groupings have been constituted as social subjects through dif-
ferent historical experiences (examined in chapter 2). Unless stated other-
wise, all future mention of ‘‘the Toba’’ indicates the western Toba.

During my fieldwork, the memories of the sugar plantations, the mis-
sion, or the grasslands were recurrent occurrences in my conversations
with people and in the daily interactions I observed in households, pub-
lic places, farming camps, or bush trails. On numerous occasions I would
hear elder men and women remembering past experiences as part of long
monologues. Some children would listen next to them and adults would
often pay attention from the distance and make comments or ask ques-
tions while conducting other activities. These moments of memory pro-
duction were particularly important in the early morning hours around
the household fire, when family members gather to share amate (a type of
tea common in Argentina). At political meetings, it was also common to
hear men insert memories within longer harangues about contemporary
concerns. In addition to these everydayand relatively spontaneous sites of
memory production, the Anglican services in local adobe churches pro-
vided more ritualized sites of commemoration. Sermons by Toba priests
often hinged on the remembrance of the mission—destroyed by flood-
ing in 1975—and the un-Christian, violent landscapes that dominated the
region prior to its foundation.

While taping or making notes of memories in interviews or casual
interactions, I repeatedly tried to locate the events being remembered in
time. Yet dates were of little or no meaning to most people. It took me
a while to realize that this responded not just to a cultural disregard for
calendar time but to the weight of places in memory. As several chapters
illustrate, what made these memories significant were, rather than their
temporal coordinates, the geographies they evoked.10 Places made these
memories significant in another way: through the fact that they were pro-
duced at particular sites—the villages, the bush, and the marshes—and
at a particular moment in the configuration of those sites: the mid and
late 1990s.11 This location profoundly shaped the memories I registered
in the field and made them part of debates and concerns specific to that
moment in their history, such as those triggered by the incipient social dif-
ferentiation dividing the largest villages.12 The spatialization of memory
was also apparent in people’s bodies. Memories were not only narrated
or created ritually but also embodied in what Pierre Bourdieu (1977) has
called ‘‘habitus’’: a set of dispositions for action. Differently constructed
according to age, social status, and gender, the cultural sedimentation of
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Toba historical experience has turned past memories into new values and
patterns of behavior, in a process in which the marks memory leaves on
the habitus remain when the remembrance of the experience that origi-
nated it may not (cf. Casey 1987; Connerton 1989). This embodiment is
critical to place making, for as pointed out by Lefebvre (1991:162), ‘‘it is
by means of the body that space is perceived, lived and produced.’’

The spirits the Toba call payák or diablos, devils, are probably the best
illustration of the inscription of memory in their habitus and of the cul-
tural and spatial significance of labor contradictions; for this reason, they
are one of the main themes articulating different geographies throughout
the book. For women and men, young and old, committed to the Angli-
can Church or critical of it, devils are a latent yet persistent presence in
their lives. They are the dominant nonhuman presence in the places cen-
tral to their practice and memories. Yet these spirits’ behavior, features,
and type of interaction with humans are deeply contingent on their loca-
tion. The term payák represents for most Toba the condition of poten-
tially dangerous creatures or phenomena that cannot be fully explained
or understood and therefore people often use the term as an adjective (see
Métraux 1937:174; 1946a:16). For instance, creatures such as wosáq (‘‘rain-
bow’’ and the storms associated with it) or seemingly natural phenomena
like kadáachi (whirlwinds) have or may have a payák nature.Yet this state is
most graphically condensed in the beings—usually invisible but that can
adopt changing physical shapes, like that of a hairy dwarf—which people
also refer to by the term payák.13 In fact, most people use this term in this
sense: as synonymous with evil spirit.

MostToba incorporated the termdiabloas translationofpayák through
their experience of Anglican missionization. As part of a dualistic oppo-
sition between good and evil originally alien to local values, missionaries
presented the Devil as the epitome of evil and emphasized that diabolical
forces were behind practices at odds with the Gospels (as we shall see).
Even though most Toba did not adopt the Christian idea of the Devil at
face value, as a singular and distant entity, their interactions with the mis-
sionaries gradually enhanced the negative features associated with payák
creatures, now seen as diablos. This merger between Christian imageries
and figures prior to missionization was in turn reconfigured by the experi-
ence of labor migration and the contradictions it entailed.

During the decades Toba men and women worked at the cane fields,
they saw the plantations as places haunted by scores of devils that were
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sources of terror, disease, and death, established no communication with
humans, and made their alienation in those sites particularly apparent.
The sedimentation of that memory of terror in their habitus, together
with the articulation of different practices and social relations in their
lands, enhanced the reciprocity that links foragers to bush devils, which
are seen by contrast (despite their often whimsical behavior) as sources
of bush food and healing power. As a result of this contradictory experi-
ence of place, in different sites the payák adopt heterogeneous features re-
lated to the labor practices, social relations, and tensions embedded in the
landscape. The devils’ behavior informs how people relate to places, and
this bodily predisposition is, I will show, inseparable from social memory.
The diablos, in short, capture some of the spatial contrasts created by de-
cades of labor migration, and this introductory outline anticipates some
of the conceptual and ethnographic knots I tackle in chapters to come.

On Epistemology and Method

When I set out to conduct the research that led to this study, my broadest
aim was to overcome the dichotomy between objectivism and subjectiv-
ismby showing that theobjectivityof places results fromthehistorical and
subjective forces that are behind it, a point inspired by Antonio Gramsci’s
insistence that ‘‘objective’’ should be understood as humanly objective and
‘‘subjective’’ as historically subjective (1971:446). If I accomplished this goal
in any way, I believe it was mostly possible because I began my Chaco
journeys with an ‘‘objectivist moment’’ that examined the fields of force
in which social action is immersed.

I conducted fieldwork among the Toba on numerous occasions, in-
volving different but closely interrelated research projects that span some
fifteen years. Between 1987 and 1993—first as an anthropology under-
graduate and then as a graduate research fellow at the Universidad de
Buenos Aires—I spent a total of seven months in the Toba villages and
worked on a perspective in political economy that examined the historical
constraints imposed on people’s everyday forms of livelihood (see Gor-
dillo 1992, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996). Concerned as I was with issues of
labor, domination, and history overlooked in Chaco ethnography, ‘‘cul-
ture’’ was at the time tangential to my research.Yet as I gradually became
interested in subjectivity, memory, and place, my previous work proved
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vital for understanding these issues and, further, for trying to dissolve the
very distinction between ‘‘political economy’’ and ‘‘culture’’ as separate
analytical fields.

In September 1993 I headed to the University of Toronto to pursue
graduatework and process this epistemological transition. In August 1995
I returned for eighteen months to Argentina and theToba villages to con-
duct the fieldwork and the archival and library research for my disserta-
tion. In June 1996 I visited other places central in Toba experiences and
memories: a farm near Embarcación (Salta)—where I met a group of
Toba men and women working as harvesters—and San Martín del Taba-
cal, the sugar plantation that absorbed most of their labor migrations in
the twentieth century. When I was writing and revising the manuscript
first in Canada and then the United States, I returned to the Toba villages
in August 1997, May 1999, and June–July 2000 (for a total of ten weeks)
to wrap up final aspects of the research. Most of my conversations and
everyday interactions involved men but the dozen interviews I conducted
with women allowed me to explore experiences, memories, and areas of
contention shaped along gender lines.

The three parts into which I divide the book can be considered mo-
ments in a movement that is simultaneously historical, spatial, and ana-
lytical. Because of the myriad relations I try to establish between different
geographies, my narrative opens up various levels of analysis and works
on their manifold interpenetrations as the chapters unfold. This book is
eminently historical in the sense that I accompany people’s memories on a
journey that is as geographical as it is cultural and material. Believing that
history is not just ‘‘the past’’ but the social forces that have produced the
present, my narrative immerses the reader into the deep history that has
created the memories I registered in the field. But I do so through an ap-
proach that, while committed to a rigorous historiography, tries to break
down an objectivist distinction between memory (what ‘‘they’’ think hap-
pened) and history (what ‘‘really’’ happened).

Part I, ‘‘The Making of the Bush,’’ integrates processes old enough to
escape Toba social memory with the more recent events that led to the
Anglican evangelization, the end of ‘‘the time of the ancient ones,’’ and
the emergence of the bush as a new geography.The making of Toba lands
(as parts II and III show) is a process that continues in the present, yet
these chapters examine how the bush was initially produced, physically
and socially, by new experiences of confrontation. I begin by presenting
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the current layout of the places examined in the book and move on to ana-
lyze the historical forces that, from the Spanish colonial era to the early
twentieth century, configured the Chaco and in particular Toba territory
as places fractured by violence, subjugation, and resistance. After analyz-
ing current memories of the first migrations to the sugar plantations and
the clashes with the Argentinean army, I examine how the foundation of
the Anglican mission created a refuge from state terror but also a place
subjected to a new type of discipline. Present-day memories, I argue, illus-
trate that missionization triggered a politicized spatiality that configured
the bush and the mission in tension with each other and also in contrast
with the plantations.

Part II, ‘‘Bones in the Cane Fields,’’ takes the reader to the foot of
the Andes and in particular to San Martín del Tabacal. I first analyze
the history of this plantation and the memories of the ethnic hierarchies
and power relations that regulated Toba labor until mechanization put
an end to their migrations in the late 1960s. Then I examine the death,
disease, and terror many Toba project onto the cane fields, epitomized
in devils and cannibals, and the simultaneous memories of money and
commodities that turned San Martín del Tabacal into an alluring yet ulti-
matelyalienatingplaceofwealth.The following twochapters focuson the
fields of contention produced on the plantation, first, through the evening
dances that defined this place in opposition to the mission, and second,
through the forms of resistance that, even though challenging exploita-
tion, ultimately reinforced people’s estrangement at the cane fields.

In Part III, ‘‘Foraging until the End of the World,’’ I analyze how the
memories presented in the previous two parts coalesce in the cultural and
political geographyof thebush.First, I examinehowthehealth, resilience,
local knowledge, poverty, and noncommodified abundance most Toba
associate with the bush are produced in tension with the memory of the
disease, estrangement, and wealth projected onto the sugar plantations.
I also examine these features in conjunction with the legacy of Anglican
missionization and the action of the bush devils, as they are defined in
contrast with the plantation devils. Second, I explore how recent labor
migrations to farms and cattle ranches have affected the social configura-
tion of the bush and how, in turn, work in these places is haunted by the
memoryof San Martín del Tabacal. I then analyze, intertwined with these
practices and memories, the way in which people living in poverty have
reproduced the collective use of the bush through struggles and negotia-
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tions with settlers, stage agencies, and their own leaders, a process that
in the 1990s was creating new fractures in the local landscape. As part of
my final articulation of disparate geographies, the last chapter examines
how the bush is also made in relation to lands that, located across the
Pilcomayo marshes, evoke the memory of landscapes of freedom.


